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The Rules of Work, Expanded Edition: A Definitive Code for Personal Success (Richard Templar's Rules)FT Press, 2010

	Some people are simply great at their job; they always seem to say or do the right thing. They are mentioned in every conversation. Everybody likes them. They get promoted. They get pay raises. They get along with the boss. And somehow, they do all these things without being unpleasant, breaking much of a sweat or seeming...
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C# and the .Net Framework: The C++ PerspectiveSams Publishing, 2001
This book covers topics ranging from the general principles of .NET through the C# language and how its used in ASP.NET and Windows Forms. Written by programmers for programmers, the content of the book is intended to get readers over the hump of the .NET learning curve and provide solid practical knowledge that will make developers productive from...
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Sams Teach Yourself Visual C++ 6 in 21 Days, Professional Reference EditionSams Publishing, 1998
For the majority of C++ programmers, the pace and style of David Chapman's Teach Yourself Visual C++ 6 in 21 Days will make a good deal of sense. The author covers all the essentials of basic Windows and Microsoft Foundation Classes (MFC) development, and then addresses several new features in Visual C++ 6, all while moving quickly enough...
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Building Better Boards: A Blueprint for Effective GovernanceJossey-Bass, 2005
Praise for Building Better Boards    

    "Building Better Boards bridges the gap between talk and action. A must-read for board members, CEOs, governance experts – really for anyone who cares about the future of the corporation."
    –Anne M. Mulcahy, chairman and CEO, Xerox...
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How to Become a Better Negotiator (Work Smart)AMACOM, 2008
 Whether it’s at home or at work, so much of our lives involves negotiating to get what we want. From negotiating a higher salary, to lowering costs from suppliers, to hammering out a new contract with a major customer, or even deciding where to go on vacation, the only way to consistently arrive at successful conclusions is to master the...
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Game Coding Complete, Third EditionCharles River, 2009

	I had been playing the Ultima series of games by Richard Garriott since I was in high school, and I was a die-hard fan. Every game he published, I played all the way through, from Ultima I on the Apple ][ to Ultima V on the IBM PC. Ultima VI came out right as I graduated from college, and I noticed that the contact information for Origin...
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Solaris Internals: Core Kernel ArchitecturePrentice Hall, 2000
 The definitive Sun Microsystems guide to the internals of the Solaris kernel. 

 This book focuses on the core kernel functions, major data structures and algorithms. Its practical approach makes it an essential resource for anyone responsible for kernel, driver or application software. Anyone doing development, debugging, maintenance,...
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Programming ADO.NETJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
Seasoned trainers Richard Hundhausen and Steven Borg provide a thorough and detailed reference to everything that’s ADO.NET. This is no small undertaking! The ADO.NET section of the .NET Framework, which you will come to know as System.Data and its related namespaces, delivers more than 200 classes, structures, and enumerations, each...
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Database Design for Smarties: Using UML for Data ModelingMorgan Kaufmann, 1999
If you want to see how your next database project can profit from object-oriented design, check out Database Design for Smarties, a lively and intelligent guide to using objects in databases.
 The book begins with a tour of some underlying factors in modeling databases. Here, the author distinguishes between the external,...
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Numerical Computing with Simulink, Volume I: Creating SimulationsSIAM, 2007
Simulation is the preferred approach for engineers and scientists who design complex systems because it allows them to test a system design's performance standards. This book explores simulation, starting with Galileo and ending with the lunar landing. It provides an introduction to computer-aided system design with SimulinkÂ®, a robust,...
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Pattern Classification (2nd Edition)John Wiley & Sons, 2000

	"The first edition of this book, published 30 years ago by Duda and Hart, has been a defining book for the field of Pattern Recognition. Stork has done a superb job of updating the book. He has undertaken a monumental task of sifting through 30 years of material in a rapidly growing field and presented another snapshot of the field,...
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Network Programming with PerlAddison Wesley, 2000
Network Programming with Perl is  a comprehensive, example-rich guide to creating network-based applications using  the Perl programming language. Among its many capabilities, modern Perl provides  a straightforward and powerful interface to TCP/IP, and this book shows you how  to leverage these...
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